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FUCHS et a1.[6] have proved the Gauss-Bonnet formula for the characteristic classes 
of foliations defined in [2,4]. In the simplest but very important case when there is 
given a foliation on a compact oriented manifold M with non-empty boundary to 
which the foliation is assumed to be transverse, it can be stated roughly as follows. If 
we fix a Riemannian metric on iL4, for each characteristic class of foliations there is 
associated an explicit differential form representing it. Then the formula says that the 
integral of this form over M, corrected by adding the integral over aM of a certain 
form depending on the foliation on &+4 and the metric near it, depends only on the 
induced metric on aM and the foliation. This quantity is called in [6] the Atiyah- 
Patodi-Singer functional or the boundary functional. This is because there is another 
formula of Gauss-Bonnet kind due to Atiyah et al. [ll, which states that for a 
4k-dimensional compact oriented Riemannian manifold M with non-empty boundary, 
the integral over M of the Hirzebruch L-polynomial of the Pontrjagin forms 
corrected by adding a boundary term, depends only on the induced metric on aM and 
the topology of M. In fact they proved that this quantity is a sum of two terms, 
namely the q-invariant of 8M which is an isometric invariant and the signature of M, 
a topological invariant. Then Fuchs, Gabrielov and Gel’fand raised the problem to 
determine whether the boundary functionals of the characteristic classes of foliations 
can be splitted into two parts like in the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer formula. This is the 
splitting problem (See § 1 for the precise formulation) and the purpose of this note is to 
prove two mutually contrasting facts concerning it. More precisely we prove that the 
splitting problem is solvable for the Godbillon-Vey class of codimension 1 
foliations[7], while it is not solvable for some of the generalized Godbillon-Vey 
classes in codimension 2. This latter result is a simple consequence of the existence of 
compact 3-dimensional manifolds of constant negative curvature fibering over the circle 
proved by JorgensenllOl, and it seems to the author that it is more likely that other 
characteristic classes in codimensions greater than or equal to 2 are not splittable also. 
The solvability of the problem in codimension 1 case is probably due to the dimension 
reason; the only closed orientable surface which admits codimension 1 foliations is 
the torus and every foliation on it, although quite rich in variety, has a rather simple 
structure. We should also mention that the result in codimension 1 case is a kind of 
existence theorem and it is still an open problem to determine whether there exists an 
effective splitting or not. 
The above results will be proved by relating the splittability of a characteristic 
class with the vanishing of the corresponding characteristic numbers of suspension 
foliations (Corollary 2.2). In this note all manifolds, diffeomorphisms and foliations are 
assumed to be smooth (Cm). 
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81. SPLITTING PROBLEM AND THE MAIN THEOREM 
First we summarize the main result of [6] for the simplest case which is the only case we 
consider in this note, thereby we also fix our notations. Thus let M be a 
manifold and let 9 be a codimension 4 foliation on it. Let %eO(a be the structure 
sheaf over M associated with 9 defined in [6]. Namely %X7(%) is the sheaf of germs 
of sets of l-forms {ui, njk; 1 5 i, j, k 5 4) which satisfy the conditions (i) the forms oi 
define 9, and (ii) dwj = Cknjk A wk for all j, modulo an equivalence relation: two such 
sets are equivalent if they are related by an O(q)-valued function on M. It is easy to 
see that the sheaf %X7(9’) has sections. In fact if we fix a Riemannian metric on M, 
there is defined an associated section of %X(S), by making use of the construction in 
[3] for example. 
Now let WO(4) be the subcomplex of the truncated Weil algebra W(q) = 
A*g* @ sag*/ 2j=$+, (A*%* 63 S’a”) of th e Lie algebra 9 = pl(4; R), consisting of r 
O(q)-basic elements. Then if we fix a %0(S) structure on M, i.e. a section of %X7(9), 
there is defined a homomorphism 
I,!C WO(q)- R*(M) = deRham complex of M 
and the induced homomorphism 
H*( WO(q))- H*(M; R) 
is nothing but the characteristic homomorphism defined in [2,4]. Let {A$&,, d + A} 
the total complex of the difference bicomplex associated with %X7(9) and let 
be 
be the canonical homomorphism defined in [6]. For a cocycle (Y E WO(4) of degree m, 
m-l 
let A(cu) = C I:, where Ini E A!&& If we have (i + 1) %0(s) structures (TV,. . , Ui 
i=o 
on M, there is defined an (m - i)-form I’,ri(~o,. . , ai) on M. Roughly speaking the 
form I,‘(cro, . . . , ai) is obtained as follows. First consider the foliation 4 on M X A’ 
(the i-simplex) induced from 9 by the projection M x A’ + M. Next define a %6’(.&) 
structure on M x A’ which extends the %0(S) structures oj on M x j-th face of A’ 
(j=O,..., i) linearly. Then Iui(uo,. . . , ai) is obtained by integrating the m-form +(cw) 
on M x A’ along A’. Thus I,‘(ao) is nothing but the form $((Y) corresponding to the 
structure o. and these forms satisfy the following equations 
dryyuo) = 0 
dr,i((rO,. . . ,ai) = ,go (- i)jr,i-l(uo,. . ,6j, . . . , ai) (i = 1,. . . , m - 1). 
The second equation for i = 1 means that the cohomology class [I:(a,)] E H”(M; 88) 
does not depend on the choice of the %0(.9) structure go. 
Now assume that M is a compact oriented m-dimensional manifold with nonempty 
boundary and the codimension 4 foliation 9 on M is transverse to dM. We denote 
91aM for the induced codimension 4 foliation on JM. There is a canonical map 
II: %C?(%)(C?M- %0(.9[~3M) which is defined by restrictions of forms. Now let (+ 
and 7 be sections of %X7(9) and %XT(sldM) respectively. Then the boundary func- 
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tional of (M, 9) associated with the structures U, 7 and the cocycle Q, which we 
denote by &((a, T), is defined as 
Then the main theorem of [6] is 
THEOREM 1.1. (Fuchs et al. [6]) The boundary functional Ho((a, 7) does not depend on 
cr. That is if CT’ is another section of %X7(9), then H,(u, T)=H,(u’, 7). 
Now we are in a position to state the splitting problem which is the main theme of 
this note. 
Splitting Problem (in the case of smooth boundary). Is it possible to split the 
boundary functional H,(u, 7) as a sum of the following two terms? 
(i) Some number depending only on 9(cYM and the structure T, which should not 
change if we replace everything by diffeomorphic ones. 
(ii) A constant which depends only on the diffeomorphism class of (M, 9) but not 
on the choice of the structure u. 
This problem is reduced to another problem by the following 
PROPOSITION 1.2.([6]). Splitting problem is solvable for a cocycle (Y E WO(q) of 
degree m if and only if the integral 
I r,%z cP*u1 N 
vanishes for any closed oriented (m - 1)-dimensional manifold N with a codimension 
q foliation 9, any %X7(9) structure u on N and any orientation and foliation 
preserving diffeomorphism rp of N. 
Now we can state our main result. 
THEOREM 1.3. (i) The splitting problem is solvable for the Godbillon-Vey class (in 
codimension 1). (ii) There exist characteristic classes of degree 5 of codimension 2 
foliations for which the splitting problem is not solvable. 
82. THE SUSPENSION FOLIATIONS 
Let N be a closed oriented (m - 1)-dimensional manifold and let 9 be a codimen- 
sion CJ foliation on it. We denote F Diff, (N, 9) for the group of all orientation and 
foliation preserving diffeomorphisms of N. For an element cp E F Diff, (N, %), let sV 
be the codimension 4 foliation on a closed oriented m-dimensional manifold 2~ 
defined as follows. The mapping 
defines a free Z-action on the manifold N x R and it preserves the product foliation 
9 x W on N X R. Then gP is defined to be the induced foliation on the quotient 
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manifold 2, = N x R/Z. We refer to (Zc, Sq) as the suspension foliation of (N, 9) 
defined by cp (see [14]). Now we have 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let (Y E WO(q) be a co-cycle of degree m and let 9 be a codimension 
q foliation on a closed oriented (m-l)-dimensional manifold N. Then for any element 
cp~:F Diff, (N, 9) and any %?7’(9) structure o on N, we have 
where a(.Sp)[E,] is the characteristic number of the foliation 9,+, corresponding to a. 
Proof. Put M = N x I and consider the product foliation 9 x I on M. Let 7 be a 
%0(9x Zl&f) structure on aA4 = MO U kf, (44, = M x {E}, E = 0,l) defined to be 7 = (+ 
on A& and 7 = ~*a on MI. We define two %X7(9 x I) structures v x Z and 6 on M as 
follows. (+ x Z is the pull back of u under the natural projection A4 = N x Z-N. 
Clearly &ax I) = (+ on both of MO and Ml. 6 is defined to be any %0(9x I) 
structure on A4 which coincides with u x Z near i&f,, and with q~*a x Z near M,. It is 
easy to see that such 6 does exist. Clearly we have ~(6.) = 7. Now by Theorem 1.1, 
H, (a x Z, T) = H, (6,~). 
But since I,“(a x I) is the zero form 
H,(axZ,r)= 
I 
T,‘(/J(o x Z), 7) 
JM 
On the other hand since I,‘(p(G), 7) is the zero form, we obtain 
This completes the proof. 
Combining Propositions 1.2 and 2.1, we conclude 
COROLLARY 2.2. The splitting problem is solvable for LY if and only if the charac- 
teristic numbers corresponding to (Y of suspension foliations are all zero. 
63. THE CASE OF CODIMENSION ONE 
In this section we prove 
THEOREM 3.1. The Godbillon-Vey invariants of suspension foliations are all zero. 
Namely if 9 is a codimension 1 foliation on the torus T* and if cp E F Diff, (T*, 9), 
then gv(9?)[2,] = 0. 
Proof. First of all, we claim that we may assume the foliation 9 and the 
diffeomorphism cp are transversely orientable. For if 9 is not so, let .‘5% be the 
transversely orientable cover of 9. .% is a codimension 1 transversely orientable 
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foliation on T*. Let +: T*- T* be the cover of cp. Then clearly gv(@6)[&,] = 
2gv(9rP)[Z,]. Next if 9 is transversely orientable but cp is not, then consider the 
iteration (p* = cpocp. Clearly we have gv(.FPz)[Q] = 2gu(.FP)[Z,] and (p* is trans- 
versely orientable. This proves our claim. Thus let 9 be a transversely oriented 
condimension 1 foliation on T* and assume an element cp E F Diff, (T*, 9) preserves 
this transverse orientation. We consider two cases. 
Case (i). 9 has no compact leaves. 
Case (ii). 9 has compact leaves. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1, Case (i). In this case, it is well known that (T*, 9) is 
isomorphic to the suspension foliation on T* defined by an element f E Diff, (S’) such 
that the rotation number of f is irrational. So we assume that 9 is equal to this 
suspension foliation. Then it is described as follows. Choose an element f’ E 
%f+ (S’) C Diff, (W) which is a lift of f, where Diff, (S’) is the universal covering 
group of Diff, (S’). Two mutually commuting transformations of RxR given by 
tx, t) - tx + 1, f(O) 
(x, t)- (x, t + 1) ’ 
(x, t)ERxR 
define a free Z*-action on R x I% and it preserves the canonical foliation on W X W 
defined by {t = constant}. Then (T*, 9) is nothing but the induced foliation on 
RxW/Z*=T*. Now let +J: RxR--_,RxR be the lift of cp. Since 5, preserves the 
foliation and the (transverse) orientation on R x R, we can write 
$4x, t) = (@(t)(x), g(t)) 
for some g E Diff, (R) and some Cm-map a: R j Diff, (IX). Let A E SL(2; Z) be the 
matrix representing the action of cp on r,(T*) = Z* and let GA be the group defined to 
be the extension of Z by _Z* with twisting matrix A. We can write 
GA = (u, v, w; uv = vu, wuw-’ = uavc, wvw-’ = u”v”) 
Then the action F of GA on R3 given by 
F(u) 6, t, s)-----, (x + 1, f(t), s) 
(x, t, s$%(x, t + 1, s), 
F(w) k t, s)- t@(t)(x), g(t), s + 1) 
(x, t, s) E w3 
is free and preserves the foliation {t = constant}. The induced foliation on the closed 
3-dimensional manifold MA = R3/GA is nothing but- the suspension foliation of (T*, 9) 
by cp. Now let p: GA w Diff, (R) be the homomorphism obtained by considering the 
t-factor of the above action of GA on R3. Consider the action of GA on R’ x R defined 
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fx3 x R 3 k 6 s, o- (mr)(xt 6 s), P(YWh YEGA. 
It is a free GA-action and preserves the foliation {t’ = constant}. The induced foliation 
on R3 x R/G, is the locally trivial foliated W-bundle over MA given by the homomorphism 
p: 7rl(MA) = GA-Diff, (R). Now consider the map 
R3 3 (x, t, s) - (x, t, s, t) E w3 x R. 
It is transverse to the foliation {t’ = constant} on W3 x R and the pull back foliation is 
equal to {t = constant}. Moreover it is equivariant 
defined above. Hence passing to the quotient, we 
manifolds 
MA w W3 x RIG,. 
Now it is clear that we have isomorphisms 
with respect to the GA-actions 
obtain a morphism of foliated 
H3(R3 x R/GA; R) = H3(MA; R) = W. 
Hencetheassertiongu(~~)[M,]=Oisequivalenttop*(gv)=0,wheregu isnowconsidered 
as an element of H3(B Diff, (R)“; R) (see [12]). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let GA be the group defined above and let p: GA- Diff, (W) be a 
homomorphism satisfying p(v) = T (the translation of W by 1) so that we have 
p(u) E Diff, (S’) C Diff, (R). Then either GA is abelian orthe rotation numberofp(u) is 
an algebraic number of degree at most 2. 
Proof. We set p(u) = h and p(w) = k and let r. E BP be the rotation number of h. 
Thus for any t E R 
lim h”(t) = r. 
“++- n 
We have the relations 
khk-’ = h”T’ 
kTh-’ = hbtd. 
From this we conclude 
kh”(t) = h”“(k(t))+ nc 
k(t + n) = hnb(k(t)) + nd 
for all n E Z and t E R. Hence we obtain 
lim kh”(t)=ar,+c 
n++m n 
lim k(t + n, -= br + d 
n 0 * n-em 
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Now we claim that for any real number r E R the equation 
lim k(t + nr) = r(bro + d) 
n+* cc n 
holds. First assume that r is a rational number; T = m + (q/p), m, p, q E Z, 0 5 q < p. 
Fix an integer q. with 0 I q. < p. Then we have 
npr + mq, 5 (np + qO)r < npr + mq, + p. 
Since k is an element of Diff, (W), we have 
k(t + (npr + mq,)) 5 k(t + (np + qO)r) < k(t + (npr + mq, + p)). 
Dividing by (np + qo) and passing to the limit, we obtain 
lim k(t + (nP + dr) = r(bro + d) 
n++ m np + 40 
Since q. can be chosen arbitrarily, this proves the case when r is rational. Then the 
general case follows from a similar argument using the monotone property of k. Now 
recall that 
lim kh”o = are + c. 
n++m n 
On the other hand for any positive real number E > 0, there exists a number N E N so 
that 
[h”(t) - nroJ < lnle 
for all n with jn( > N. Hence 
Therefore 
nro- JnJe < h”(t) < nro+ In/e. 
k(nro- JnJe) < kh”(t) < k(nr,+ Inle). 
Dividing by n, we obtain 
(ro-•r)(bro+d)-r<y<(ro+c)(bro+d)+e 
for all n with sufficiently large absolute values. Hence 
lim kh”O = r 
n+rm n 
0 (br, + d). 
Therefore we have 
are + c = ro(bro + d) 
418 
and finally 
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br,2+(d-a)ro-c=o. 
Now assume b - 0. Then since A E SL(2; Z), we have that a = d = & 1. Hence c = 0 
and A = ?E. If A = - E, then kTk_’ = T-‘. But this can not happen because k 
preserves the orientation. Thus A = E namely GA is abelian. This completes the proof 
of Lemma 3.2. 
Now we go back to the proof of Theorem 3.1, Case (i). We have a homomorphism 
p: G,---,Diff+ (R) such that p(u) = f, p(u) = T and we have to prove p*(gv) = 0. If 
GA is abelian, the assertion follows from Theorem 9 of Ref. [12]. So assume that G,., is 
not abelian. Then by Lemma 3.2, the rotation number of f is an irrational algebraic 
number of degree 2. Then by a deep result of Herman[9], we can conclude that f is 
C-conjugate to a rotation. This means that the foliation 9 on T2 is defined by a 
closed l-form o. Let (+ be the %‘O(a structure on T2 defined to be (w, 0). Then by 
Proposition 2.1, we have 
But by the choice of U, the l-form I;“((T, ~*a) is the zero form (see [6]). Hence 
gu(,Y4rq)[MA] = 0. In this last case we could also use the form of the cocycle represent- 
ing gu~H~(I3 Diff, (IX)“; R) given in [12]. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1, 
Case (i). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1, Case (ii). We have a codimension 1 foliation 9 on T2 
and an element cp E F Diff, (T’, 9). The assumption is now that 9 has compact leaves. 
If we cut along one compact leaf, we obtain a codimension 1 foliation on S’ x I 
tangent to the boundaries. It is well known that such foliation can be described as a 
union of finitely many foliated I-bundles and Reeb components. Now since the 
Godbillon-Vey invariant of a foliated 3-dimensional manifold can be calculated 
relative to compact leaves (see [l l]), to prove gv($q)[&,] = 0, it is enough to prove 
the following assertion. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 4 be the disjoint union of k copies of I (k E )andputM=S’x&. 
Suppose 9 is a codimension 1 foliation on M tangent to the boundaries such that 9 
restricted to each S’ x I is a foliated I-bundle or a Reeb component simultaneously. 
Let cp E F Diff, (M, .Y). Then the Godbillon-Vey invariant of .9q is zero. 
Proof. As before we may assume that both of 9 and cp are transversely orient- 
able. First we consider the case of foliated I-bundles. Thus there is an element 
f E fi Diff, (I) C Diff, (Ik) such that 9 is the suspension foliation defined by f. Let 
4: R x &--+Iw x Ik be the cover of cp. Then it can be expressed as 
a, t) = (@,(t)(x), g(O), (x, t) E R x Ik 
where @: I,jDiff+ (R) is a Cm-map and g E Diff+(I,). Two transformations on 
R x 4 defined by f and 4 generate an action on it of a group which is an extension of 
Z by Z. Since everything in orientation preserving it follows that this group is 
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isomorphic to 2’. In particular we have fg = gf. Now exactly as before there is a 
transverse imbedding of (&,, 9$) into the foliated &bundle on Xp defined by two 
mutually commuting elements f, g ~Diff, (4). (Although the total space of this 
foliated bundle has corners, they raise no problem.) Therefore by the naturality of the 
Godbillon-Vey class, to prove the Godbillon-Vey invariant of 9@ = 0, it is enough to 
prove that the Godbillon-Vey class of this suspension foliation varishes. This in turn 
will be proved if we can show that for any representation p: 2“ Diff, (&), we have 
p*(gu’) = 0, where gv’ E H2(B Diff, (4)” ; R) is the Godbillon-Vey class integrated 
along the fibre. But since Diff, (Ik) has a subgroup l? Diff, (I) of finite index, the 
assertion follows from a result of Wallet[l6] (see [ll] for a more detailed argument). 
Next we consider the case of Reeb components. In this case, a slight modification 
of a result in [13] implies that the suspension foliation 9q has the property that the 
holonomy groups of interior leaves are all trivial. Hence the vanishing of the 
Godbillon-Vey invariant of 5Fq also follows from a result of [ll]. This completes the 
proof of Lemma 3.3 and hence of Theorem 3.1. 
$4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 
The statement (i) follows from Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 3.1. So we prove (ii). 
According to J@rgensen[lO], there exists a closed 3-dimensional manifold M of 
constant negative curvature which fibres over the circle. Consider the codimension 2 
foliation 9 on the unit tangent sphere bundle of M, T&f, defined by the geodesic flow. 
It is known that for some class (Y E WO(2) of degree 5, the number a(@[T,M] is 
non-zero (see Yamato[17]). It is easy to see that the foliation 9 is a suspension 
foliation since M fibres over S’. In view of Corollary 2.2, this completes the proof. 
Remark 4.1. By Theorem 1.3 (i), the Godbillon-Vey class is splittable and a 
splitting using the Zermelo axiom is described in [6]. However it is still unclear to the 
author that whether there exits an effective splitting or not. 
Remark 4.2. Let 9 be a codimension 1 foliation on a closed oriented 
3-dimensional manifold M and assume that M is divided into finitely many 
compact submanifolds Wi such that the interiors of Wi’S are disjoint and aWi are 
transverse to 9 (thus they are diffeomorphic to disjoint unions of tori). Then by 
Theorem 1.3 (i), the Godbillon-Vey invariant of 9 is equal to the sum of some 
topological invariants Of (Wi, 91 Wi), (’ in a certain ineffective way). In particular if 
gv(P)[M]#O, then it is impossible to divide M into two parts W+ and W- such that 
d W+ = a W- is transverse to 9 and ( W+, 9) W+) and (W-, 91 W_) are isomorphic by an 
orientation reversing diffeomorphism. Namely the Godbillon-Vey invariant is an 
obstruction to finding an “equator” of a foliated 3-dimensional manifold. 
Added in .D~oo~. Using an observation of Mizutani concerning manifolds fibering over the circle, we can now 
prove that the classes hlc~~ E WO(g) are non-splittable for all even q. 
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